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Abstract
We study, in the setting of algebraic varieties, finite-dimensional spaces
of functions V that are invariant under a ring DV of differential operators,
and give conditions under which DV acts irreducibly. We show how this
problem, originally formulated in physics [20, 29], is related to the study
of principal parts bundles and Weierstrass points [13, 22], including a
detailed study of Taylor expansions. Under some conditions it is possible
to obtain V and DV as global sections of a line bundle and its ring of
differential operators. We show that several of the published examples of
D
V are of this type, and that there are many more — in particular arising
from toric varieties.
1 Introduction
Assume that V is a finite-dimensional vector subspace of a ring of functions
A. The problem to describe properties of the ring of differential operators
DVA on A that preserve V , which is studied in this paper, has its origin in
quantum mechanics. Such invariant subspaces form the foundation of the theory
of quasi-exactly solvable quantum models, as formulated by Turbiner, Shifman,
Ushveridze et al. (see the survey [10] and the introduction to [20], as well as
the references given there).
It is easy to see for the polynomial algebra A = C[x1, . . . , xn], that DVA
always acts irreducibly on V (see [28] for the one-variable case), and a similar
result was proved using different methods for real-analytic functions on a domain
of some Rn by Kamran-Milson-Olver in [20]. The latter authors introduce a
condition on V— regularity — that ensures that DVA acts irreducibly on V .
There is also a Lie-algebraic approach, by directly finding realizations of a
Lie algebra as differential operators on a (polynomial) ring preserving a vector
space [20, 29]. It was noted in [9] that some of these examples stem from a
global variety with a line bundle. An acquaintance with [1, 3] makes it evident
that many examples actually are local descriptions of rings of global differential
operators of line bundles on homogeneous spaces or toric varieties.
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Thus there is an interesting global slant to the problem of finding invariant
subspaces. To understand it and also to extend the results of [20] to other spaces
than open subsets of Rn, it is natural to study invariant subspaces in the setting
of sheaves of functions. Then the same global object will unite many different
embeddings of V in different rings of functions. The working out of the details
of this more powerful and flexible way of approaching invariant subspaces, and
exemplifying it, is the main contribution of the present paper.
In [13] differential operators are defined using bundles of principal parts.
This point of view greatly simplifies the analysis of regularity. Our approach
has the added advantage that it makes the results on points of Weierstrass
subvarieties (points of inflexion and osculating planes) by Laksov-Thorup [22]
available for the study of differential operators. Rather to our surprise it turns
out that some of the ideas and results are the same; for example the concept of
regularity from [20] is also treated in [22]. It will moreover be clear that on a
nonsingular variety in characteristic 0 the two natural set-ups, one being based
on the sheaf of principal parts, the other on differential operators, are in perfect
correspondence.
We will now describe the content of the paper in more detail. Central to
our whole approach is the Taylor map dnV : OX ⊗k V → P
n
X/k(M) to the bundle
of principal parts of a locally free OX -module M (this will give matrix-valued
differential operators), where V is a subspace of Γ(X,M); this is studied in
Chapter 2. We are first interested whether there exists an integer ninj(x) giv-
ing fibre-wise injectivity dnV,x : kx ⊗k V → kx ⊗Ox P
n
X/k(M) when n ≥ ninj(x),
the separability of V . Using Krull’s theorem on the intersection of powers of an
ideal we get simple criteria for separability in Theorem 2.2.5 and Corollary 2.2.7.
Theorem 2.2.11 contains conditions guaranteeing the existence of ninj , such that
n ≥ ninj implies injectivity of the Taylor map at all points. These results extend
by different means the conditions given in [22], inter alia from smooth to geo-
metrically integral varieties, as well as bypasses the complicated proof referred
to in [20]. Our analysis of separability generalises the latter authors’ use of reg-
ularity; it reaches a more fundamental level, since we work with more general
varieties. The surjectivity of the Taylor map is also useful: define nsurj(n
1
surj)
if the Taylor map is injective at all points (points of height 1) for n ≤ nsurj
(respectively n1surj); it is related to jet-ampleness of a line bundle.
Using the definition of differential operators of Grothendieck DX/k(M) =
lim
−→
Hom(PnX/k(M);M), in Chapter 3 we apply the earlier results on the Tay-
lor map to describe the action of differential operators on V ⊂ Γ(X,M). In
Theorem 3.2.1 the surjectivity of the evaluation map
Wnx : D
n(M)x → Homk(V,Mx)
for differential operators on M of order n is shown to be equivalent to the
injectivity of the Taylor map dnV,x. In particular, if V is separated, W
n
x is sur-
jective for high n (Th. 3.2.4). As a consequence the ring of differential operators
DVX/k(M) that preserve V ⊂ Γ(X,M) acts irreducibly if X is affine (Th. 3.3.3).
This extends the algebraic counterpart of the main result of [20, Th. 4.8], by-
passing Hodge algebra, from Zariski open subsets of Rn to real quasi-projective
varieties, noting they are affine. The chapter begins by proving that if the Tay-
lor map dnV is injective for some n, then it is actually injective for n ≥ |V | − 1
(Prop. 3.1.1), a result also contained in [22]. Weierstrass subschemes W (V )
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are defined using the semi-continuous function x 7→ ninj(x) (when X/k is non-
singular); W (V ) was constructed in a different way in [22]. Our construction
also gives a decreasing filtration of W (V ), and a candidate for a definition of
Weierstrass subschemes on any scheme locally of finite type.
Up to this point our theory has been local. As mentioned above many of
the interesting examples, in the sense that they give rise to physical models,
arise from Lie algebras that somehow act as differential operators both on an
affine variety and a finite-dimensional vector space. In [20, p. 316] the authors
ask for an explanation of the “significant mystery [that] is the connection [of
the algebraic approach of [20]] with the Lie algebraic approach of [29] to quasi-
exactly solvable modules”. By inspection many of these examples are seen to
be restrictions to an affine open subset U from a global variety X equipped
with a line-bundle L (modulo the annihilator AnnV ). In Chapters 5 and 6
we review homogeneous spaces and toric varieties, and by combining results in
the literature with our setup it is immediate to see that both these classes of
varieties produce subspaces V ⊂ A := C[x1, . . . , xn] such that DV (modAnn V )
arise as restrictions of the ring of global differential operators on an ample line
bundle. Hence the Lie algebras arise from an invisible global context, while the
approach of [20] is local. This explains, we believe the connection. It also makes
it interesting to consider the question of when a vector space V ⊂ Γ(X,OX) and
its ring of differential operators DVX comes by restriction from a global context.
There is an algebraic geometric technique, known to the ancients, to use V to
define a projective variety X ⊂ XV and a line-bundle L on XV ; in Chapter 4 we
describe it and give in Theorem 4.2.1 conditions when we may extend differential
operators DVX to differential operators on XV that preserve L. This is used in
Proposition 5.2.5 to prove that this machinery will detect “hidden symmetries”:
if V ⊂ A is a finite-dimensional vector space such that there is a reductive Lie
subalgebra g of DA that acts irreducibly on V and locally transitively on A with
a parabolic sub-algebra stabilising a point, then g is the restriction of differential
operators on XV that preserve L.
Musson [24] describes the ring of global differential operators on a line bun-
dle. In particular, it is not difficult to use this description to give many examples
of smooth varieties where the ring of differential operators preserving a vector
space V is not generated by first order differential operators. These general
results and toric constructions XV , corresponding to a V with a basis of mono-
mials, do not seem to have been used before for the study of DV , even though
Hirzebruch surfaces have been studied [11, 7].
We have further used both toric varieties and homogeneous spaces to exem-
plify our concepts, in particular we use the equivariant structure on the bundle
of principal parts (Prop. 5.2.2) to determine (for toric varieties) and estimate
(for homogeneous varieties) ninj , and in the case of Hirzebruch surfaces, we also
make more explicit point-wise calculations.
We would like to thank T. Ekedahl for valuable comments.
Notations and assumptions: A variety X/k is an irreducible scheme of finite
type over a field, and OX is its structure sheaf. If x is a point on a scheme X and
M a sheaf of modules overOX , we let kx be the residue field ofOX ,Mx the stalk
ofM , and kx⊗OxMx the fibre ofM , at x. If φ : F → G is a map of OX -modules,
then φx : Fx → Gx is the map of stalks and φ(x) : kx ⊗Ox Fx → kx ⊗Ox Gx the
map of fibres at x. Throughout the paper the base field k is of characteristic 0
and M will denote a locally free OX -module of finite rank.
3
2 Taylor maps
2.1 Generalities
A general reference for the material in this section is [13]. Let (X/k,OX)
be a variety and M a locally free OX -module of finite rank. Let ∆ : X →
X ×k X , x 7→ (x, x), be the diagonal map, I∆ be the kernel of the mapping
∆∗(OX×kX)→ OX , and put, for each integer n ≥ 0, P
n
X/k = ∆
∗(OX×kX)/I
n+1
∆ ;
define also P−1X/k = 0. The sheaf of (OX ,OX)-bimodules P
n
X/k is the sheaf of
nth order principal parts. Put also PnX/k(M) = P
n
X/k ⊗OX M .
Let V be a finite-dimensional k-subspace of the space of global sections
M(X) := Γ(X,M); V is also regarded as a constant sheaf on X . There is a
map M → PnX/k(M), m 7→ 1 ⊗ m, which is injective since M is locally free,
and composing it with the injective map V → M we get an injective map
V → PnX/k(M). Putting VX = OX ⊗k V we get a map d
n
V : VX → P
n
X/k(M),
φ ⊗ v 7→ φ ⊗ v mod In+1∆ ; this map however need not be injective. Let K
n
and Cn be the kernel and cokernel, respectively, of dnV , so we have the exact
sequence, which we will refer to as the Taylor sequence,
(2.1) 0→ Kn → VX
dnV−−→ PnX/k(M)→ C
n → 0.
Varying the integer n one gets different exact sequences (2.1), connected in the
diagram
0 // Kn+1

""E
EE
EE
EE
EE
PnX/k // Cn // 0
VX
dnV
<<yyyyyyyy
dn+1V
!!D
DD
DD
DD
D
0 // Kn
==zzzzzzzzz
Pn+1X/k
qn+1
OO
// Cn+1
OO
// 0.
where qn+1 is the natural projection map. The inverse limit P∞X/k(M) :=
lim
←−n
PnX/k(M) is provided with the I∆-adic topology, which is used to define
the sheaf of differential operators as the OX -bimodule of continuous maps
DX(M) := Hom
cont
OX (P
∞
X/k(M),M).
where M is given the discrete topology. The OX -bimodule of differential op-
erators of order at most n is denoted DnX(M), which together for all n give a
filtration
DnX(M) := HomOX (P
n
X/k(M),M),
0 ⊂ D0X(M) = EndOX (M) ⊂ · · · ⊂ D
n
X(M) ⊂ D
n+1
X (M) ⊂ · · · ,
DX(M) = ∪
∞
n=0D
n
X(M).
M is > 1. The fibre of the sheaf of principal parts at a k-rational point x in X
is
(2.2) k ⊗Ox P
n
X/k(M)x
∼=Mx/m
n+1
x Mx ([13, 16.4.11])
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and if the stalk PnX/k(M)x is free, then the fibre k⊗OxD
n
x (M) = (Mx/m
n+1
x Mx)
∗ :=
Homk(Mx/m
n+1
x Mx, k).
We will need that PnX/k(M) be locally free over OX (of finite rank).
Lemma 2.1.1. A scheme of finite type X/k is regular if and only if the OX-
module PnX/k is locally free for each integer n.
Proof. If X is regular, X is smooth, and ΩX/k is locally free ([13, Cor.
17.5.2,17.15.6]). Hence PnX/k is locally free ([13, Thm. 16.12.2, Def.16.10.1]).
The converse follows from the same reference. 
Let
dnV,x : Vx → P
n
X/k,x(M)
be the map of stalks at x. This is the nth Taylor expansion map at x of the
vectors in V . In a smooth rational point x, there is a basis of PnX/k,x(OX),
consisting of all monomials of degree less than n in ξi = xi ⊗ 1 − 1⊗ xi, where
xi are a regular system of parameters at x. Let the derivations ∂1, . . . , ∂d cor-
respond to the coordinates; then the map dnV,x is described by the matrix with
rows (∂α(mi)/α!), for mi a basis of V . Here the multi-indices α = (α1, . . . , αd)
take all possible values that define a differential operator of order less than or
equal to n, ∂α =
∏
(∂/∂xi)
αi and α! =
∏
αi!.
The map of fibres at a point x is with residue field kx is
dnV (x) : kx ⊗k V → kx ⊗Ox P
n
X/k,x(M).
2.2 The injectivity of the Taylor map
The following elementary fact will play a central part in the paper [4, Proposition
II.3.6].
Proposition 2.2.1. Let φ : F → G be a map of locally free OX -modules of
finite rank. Then the following are equivalent at a point x in X:
(1) the map of fibres φ(x) : kx ⊗Ox Fx → kx ⊗Ox Gx is injective;
(2) the map of stalks φx : Fx → Gx is split injective.
We will employ Krull’s theorem in order to get separated topologies on a
Noetherian tensor productK1⊗kA. We need therefore that K1⊗kA be integral,
so the following lemma is useful.
Lemma 2.2.2. ([13, Cor. 4.6.3]) Let X/k be an integral scheme. The following
are equivalent:
(1) k is algebraically closed in the function field of X;
(2) X ×k K is integral for each extension K of k.
One says that the scheme X/k is geometrically integral if it satisfies these
conditions. In particular, Ox ⊗k K is always integral.
That the Taylor map is injective will turn out to have great significance for
the properties of differential operators that we are interested in. We have an
exact sequence
0→ K → ∆∗(p∗2(M))
d
−→ P∞X/k(M)
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where K = ∩n≥1In∆M and p2 : X ×k X → X is the projection on the second
factor; In∆M denotes the image of the canonical map I
n+1
∆ ⊗OXM → ∆
∗(p∗2(M))
(which is injective when PnX/k is flat overOX). Hence d is injective if the I∆-adic
topology on the OX -module ∆∗(OX×kX ⊗OX M) is separated.
Proposition 2.2.3. Let X/k be a scheme of finite type. If X ×k X is integral
(e.g. X/k is geometrically integral), then the I∆-adic topology on ∆
∗(p∗2(M)) is
separated, or equivalently, the Taylor map d is injective.
Proof. The map d is injective if it is injective at associated points of X . It
therefore suffices to prove the following. Let K/k be a field extension andM be
a finite-dimensional linear space over K and I∆ be the kernel of K ⊗k K → K,
a ⊗ b 7→ ab. Then the map dK/k,M : K ⊗k M → P
∞
K/k(M) = lim←−n→∞
K ⊗
K/In+1∆ ⊗KM is injective. But Ker(K⊗kK → P
∞
K/k) = ∩n≥1I
n
K and Ker(K⊗k
M → P∞K/k(M)) = ∩(I
n
∆M) = (∩n≥1I
n
K)M (recall M is a linear space). Since
K/k is of finite type it follows that K ⊗k K is noetherian; by assumption it is
also integral, hence by Krull’s theorem describing the intersection of powers of
an ideal [4, Proposition III.3.5] (∩n≥1InK)M = 0 so dK/k,M is injective. 
A simple example where the Taylor map dV never is injective is provided
by any non-trivial finite algebraic extension K/k, with V = K = M ; since
PnK/k = K, the Taylor map will never be injective.
Proposition 2.2.3 implies easily that there exists an integer N such that if
n ≥ N , then the map
dnV : VX → P
n
X/k(M)
is injective in this situation. We will refine this result by investigating conditions
that may be put on V instead of X/k.
Proposition 2.2.4. Let R be a local noetherian integral k-algebra such that
its residue field l is a finitely generated extension of k, M a free R-module
and V finite-dimensional k-subspace of M . Let kr be the algebraic closure of
k in the quotient field K = K(R) of R and kl its algebraic closure in l. Let
Rr = krR ⊂ K be the kr-algebra generated by kr and R, and M r = krM the
kr-space generated by M in K ⊗RM . The following are equivalent:
(1) There is an integer N such that
l ⊗k V → l ⊗R P
n
R/k ⊗RM
is injective when n ≥ N ;
(2) The map
l ⊗k V → l ⊗R P
∞
R/k ⊗RM
is injective;
(3) The map
kl ⊗k V →
kl ⊗k k
r
J0
⊗kr M
r
is injective, where
J0 = {y ∈ k
l ⊗k k
r ⊂ kl ⊗k R
r | ∃m ∈ I, s.t. (1 +m)y = 0}
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and
I = Ker(l ⊗k R→ l).
We have
J2 ⊂ J0 ⊂ J1,
where J1 = Ker(k
l ⊗k kr → l ⊗R Rr) and J2 is the ideal in kl ⊗k kr
generated by Ker(kl ⊗k kˆ → kl), where kˆ is the algebraic closure of k in
R.
Proof. It suffices to prove this when M = R. There is an injective map l⊗R
P∞R/k → lim←−n
l⊗RPnR/k, so (2) holds if and only if the map l⊗k V → lim←−n
l⊗R
PnR/k is injective. This is a reformulation of (1), since V is finite-dimensional.
Furthermore we have a short exact sequence 0→ In → l⊗kR→ l⊗RPnR/k → 0
(where I = Ker(l⊗kR→ l)), and so Ker(l⊗kR→ lim←−n
l⊗RPnR/k) = ∩I
n. Put
J = ∩In, so (2) holds if and only if the map l ⊗k V →
l⊗kR
J is injective. Since
l/k is of finite type the ring l⊗kR is noetherian by Hilbert’s basis theorem and
by Krull’s theorem the ideal J consists of the elements s in l ⊗k R such that
there exists x ∈ I satisfying (1 + x)s = 0. Consider the inclusions
S := l ⊗k R ⊂ S¯ = l⊗k R
r ⊂ SK = l ⊗k K.
We have R ⊂ S and R ∩ J = 0, since elements in R are not zero-divisors in S.
Hence J¯ := S¯J and JK := SKJ are proper ideals. Furthermore S ∩JK = J ; for
if y/f = s ⊂ S∩JK , there exists 1+x ∈ 1+I, such that (1+x)y = f(1+x)s = 0,
hence (1 + x)s = 0 and so s ∈ J . This means that there are maps
S/J → S¯/J¯ → SK/JK ,
such that the composition is injective. Hence (2) is equivalent to the injectivity
of
l ⊗k V →
l ⊗k K
JK
.
Now SK = l ⊗kl (k
l ⊗k k
r) ⊗kr K. If P is a prime ideal of S0 := k
l ⊗k k
r,
then SK/SKP = l ⊗l˜ (S0/P ) ⊗kr K is integral (Prop. 2.2.2); hence SKP is a
prime ideal. According to [4, IV Prop 11], if 0 = ∩Pi in S0, we then also have
0 = ∩SKPi (S0 and S are reduced); this implies that the minimal primes of S0
and SK correspond, and more generally A = SK(A ∩ S0) is true for all radical
ideals. Since all ideals in SK (a direct sum of fields) are radical, this is true
for all ideals. Define J0 := S0 ∩ JK ; then the equivalence of (2) with (3) is
immediate: SK/JK = l ⊗kl (S0/J0) ⊗kr K, and the map l ⊗k V →
l⊗kK
JK
, is a
flat extension of the map kl ⊗k V → (S0/J0)⊗kr K. The characterisation of J0
follows from the fact that JK = {y ∈ SK | ∃m ∈ I, s.t. (1 +m)y = 0}.
To estimate J0, note first that A := Ker(k
l ⊗k kˆ → kl) ⊂ I, that An = A,
since kl ⊗k kˆ is a direct sum of fields, and that hence J2 = S0A ⊂ JK , implying
that J2 ⊂ J0. Secondly put I¯ = S¯I = Ker(l ⊗k krR → l ⊗R Rr). We have an
inclusion
J¯ = S¯J ⊂ B := ∩S¯In = ∩I¯n
Since kl⊗k kr ⊂ l⊗kRr = S¯, we can define J1 = Ker(kl⊗k kr → l⊗RRr) ⊂ S¯.
Then J1 = S0 ∩ I¯ ⊂ I¯, and hence, as before, J1 ⊂ B = ∩I¯n. We assert that
JK ⊂ SK ∩ B = SKJ1. The inclusion is immediate, and the description of B
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follows, in the same way as above, since J1 = S0∩(∩I¯n), and since S¯∩SKB = B,
by the characterisation B = {y ∈ SK | ∃m ∈ I¯ , s.t. (1 + m)y = 0} (cf. the
similar argument above) 
By reduction to Ox = R and M = Mx, we get the following analysis of the
behaviour of the Taylor map at a point x.
Theorem 2.2.5. Assume X is an integral variety, M a locally free OX-module
and V a k-subspace of Γ(X,M), and let x be a point in X. Denote the algebraic
closure of k in the function field k(X) by kr, and the kr-module generated by
Mx in k(X)⊗Ox Mx by M
r
x. The following are equivalent:
(1) There is an integer N such that the map
kx ⊗k V → kx ⊗Ox P
n
X/k(M)x
is injective when n ≥ N
(2) The map
klx ⊗k V → ((k
l
x ⊗k k
r)/J0)⊗kr M
r
x
is injective, where klx is the algebraic closure of k in kx and J0 is the ideal
defined in the following way:
J0 = {y ∈ k
l
x ⊗k k
r | there is m ∈ I such that (1 +m)y = 0}.
Definition 2.2.6. If the equivalent conditions in Proposition 2.2.4 obtains we
say that V is a separated subspace of M . If the equivalent conditions in Theo-
rem 2.2.5 obtains at x we say that V is separated at x, and if these conditions
obtains at each point we say that V is separated (on X).
Corollary 2.2.7. Let X/k, V and M be as in Theorem 2.2.5.
(1) If X is geometrically integral, then V is separated at all points.
(2) If x is a rational point, then V is separated at x.
(3) If x is a normal point, then V is separated if and only if the map
kr ⊗k V →M
r
x
is injective.
(4) If the map kr ⊗k V →M rx is injective, then V is separated at x.
Proof.(1): If X is geometrically integral then kr = k (Prop. 2.2.2) so klx ⊗k
kr = klx and since J0 is proper it is hence the zero-ideal. Thus the map in
part (2) of Theorem 2.2.5 is just the inclusion V → Mx, tensored by the flat
k-module klx. (2): If x is a rational point k
l
x = l and hence again J0 = 0, and
the map becomes the inclusion. (3): If x is normal then O¯x = Ox and kˆ = kr,
and hence J1 = J2 = J0, and so
klx⊗kk
r
J0
= klx. This means that the sequence of
the proposition becomes klx ⊗k V → k
l
x ⊗kr k
rMx. This is by flatness injective
if and only if the map kr ⊗k V →M
r is injective. (4): From the assumption, it
follows that the map
klx ⊗k k
r
J0
⊗kr k
r ⊗k V →
klx ⊗k k
r
J0
⊗kr M
r
x
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is injective. However, the first vector space is isomorphic to
klx⊗kk
r
J0
⊗k V , and
contains klx ⊗k V . Hence (4) follows from Proposition 2.2.4. 
Remark 2.2.8. The following are equivalent:
(1) V is a separated subspace of Mx at each associated point x;
(2) there exist an integer N such that the Taylor map dnV : V → P
n
X/k is
injective when n ≥ N .
Definition 2.2.9. Let ninj(x) = ninj(x, V ) be the smallest integer such that
dnV (x) is injective (injectivity order of V at x). Define also
ninj = ninj(V ) = sup{ninj(x) | x ∈ X},
Ninj = Ninj(V ) = inf{n | d
n
V is injective}.
The integer ninj is the injectivity order of V and Ninj the generic injectivity
order.
Proposition 2.2.10. (X/k is a smooth scheme locally of finite type) Let M
a locally free OX-module and V a sub-space of Γ(X,M). Then the function
x 7→ ninj(x) is upper semi-continuous. In particular, if x is a specialisation of
a point y, then ninj(x) ≥ ninj(y), and if X is irreducible, then for any point x
we have ninj(x) ≥ Ninj.
We will see in Proposition 3.1.1 that Ninj ≤ dimV − 1.
Proof. Let x be a specialisation of the point y, and let n ≥ ninj(x). By
Proposition 2.2.1, (1) ⇒ (2) the map dnV,x is split injective, hence it is split
injective in some neighbourhood Ω of x; since y specialises to x we have y ∈ Ω,
implying that the map dnV,y is split injective, hence by Proposition 2.2.1, (2)⇒
(1), n ≥ ninj(y). It is also clear that sets of the form {x ∈ X | ninj(x) < i} are
open for each integer i. Since VX is free, Ninj = sup{ninj(η) | η is an associated
point of X}, so in particular ninj(x) ≥ Ninj , x ∈ X , when there is only one
associated point. 
By Proposition 2.2.10 the function x 7→ ninj(x) is upper semi-continuous
when X is a regular variety, hence n ≥ ninj if d
n
V (x) : kx ⊗k V → kx ⊗Ox
PnX/k(M)x is injective at each closed point x. Actually, if X/k is any scheme
locally of finite type with trivial Jacobson radical it follows from the Nullstel-
lensatz that n ≥ ninj if d
n
V (x) : kx ⊗k V → kx ⊗Ox P
n
X/k(M)x is injective at
each closed point x.
Theorem 2.2.11. Let X/k be a reduced scheme locally of finite type, M a
locally free OX -module, and V be a finite-dimensional separated k-sub-space of
Γ(X,M) (e.g. k is algebraically closed and V injects to each stalk Mx). Then
the injectivity order is finite, ninj(V ) <∞.
Proof. a) By Proposition 2.2.10 sets of the form Uk = {x | ninj(x) < k} are
open. By the noetherianness, this implies that there is an integer N such that
k ≥ N implies that Uk = UN . Since V is separated at each point in X this
implies that UN = X . This proves the theorem when X/k is regular.
b) Assuming X/k is not regular there exists a non-empty closed subset Xs ⊂
X such that dimXs < dimX and X0 = X \Xs is regular [14, III.10.5]. Provide
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Xs with its reduced scheme structure; thenXs/k again is a scheme of finite type.
Let j : Xs → X be the associated closed immersion. To prove the theorem we
will use induction over dimX . By a), n0inj := sup{ninj(x) | x ∈ X0} < ∞. If
dimX = 1, its singular locus Xs is a union of finitely many points x1, . . . , xr so
ninj = max{n0inj , ninj(x1), . . . , ninj(xr)} <∞. We will extend this argument.
Let ξ be an associated point of Xs ⊂ X and consider the following commu-
tative diagram
V
φ //

j∗(PnX/k)ξ

kξ ⊗k V
dnV (ξ) // kξ ⊗Oξ P
n
X/k,ξ(M),
where φ : V → j∗(PnX/k) is the canonical map. By Definition 2.2.6, there exists
an integer ninj(ξ) such that the map d
n
V (ξ) : kξ ⊗k V → kξ ⊗Oξ P
n
X/k,ξ(M) is
injective when n ≥ ninj(ξ), hence φ is injective when n ≥ n2 := max{ninj(ξ) | ξ
is an associated prime of Xs}.
This allows us to use the induction hypothesis. We conclude that there is an
integer n1 such that the induced map γ : kx⊗kV → kx⊗OXs,xP
n1
Xs/k,x
(j∗Pn2X/k(M))
is injective for each x ∈ Xs. By [13, Prop. 16.4.20, 16.7.9] we have a surjective
map
α : j∗(Pn1X/k(P
n2
X/k(M)))→ P
n1
Xs/k
(j∗Pn2X/k(M))
and by [13, Lemme 16.8.9.1, 16.7.9] a map
β : Pn1+n2X/k (M))→ P
n1
X/k(P
n2
X/k(M)).
Since, by functoriality, α(x) ◦ β(x) ◦ dn1+nX,V (x) = γ we obtain that d
n1+n2
X,V (x) is
injective if x ∈ Xs. Hence d
n
V (x) is injective for each x ∈ X if n ≥ max{n
0
inj, n1+
n2}. 
Remark 2.2.12. The assertion ninj(V ) <∞ is proven in [22] for smooth schemes
X/S with geometrically irreducible fibres. In the language of [20] the corre-
sponding assertion is that V is a “regular” subspace of M . Since they only
consider varieties X that are open subsets of some Rn, which clearly are ge-
ometrically integral, arbitrary finite-dimensional subspaces V of functions will
be separable. In the analytic case X0 may not be relatively quasi-compact and
ninj(V ) may thus be infinite for different reasons than in the algebraic situation.
2.3 The surjectivity of the Taylor map
Surjectivity properties of the Taylor map will play a role in extending differential
operators.
Definition 2.3.1. Let nsurj(x) be the largest integer such that n ≤ nsurj(x)
implies that dnV (x) is surjective (so C
n
x = 0). The integer nsurj(x) is the jet
order of V at x. Define nsurj = inf{nsurj(x) : x ∈ X}. Define also n
1
surj to be
the largest integer such that codim supp Cn ≥ 2 when n ≤ n1surj .
From (2.2) it is evident that if x is a rational point, then
nsurj(x) ≤ max{n | dimkMx/m
n+1
x Mx ≤ dimk V }.
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The following well-known lemma illustrates the meaning of nsurj(x) ≥ 1.
As mentioned in the introduction and as will be described later every linear
system V ⊂ Γ(X,M) corresponds to a rational map X → Pn, for some n. In
the lemma the conditions for this map to be a closed embedding is related to
nsurj .
Lemma 2.3.2. (k is alg. closed) Assume that V ⊂ Γ(X,M) is a linear system
on a non-singular projective variety X, where M is an invertible sheaf. Then
(1) nsurj ≥ 0 if and only if V generates M ;
(2) If V defines a closed embedding e.g V = Γ(X,M) and M is very ample
then for each point x in X we have nsurj(x) ≥ 1;
(3) If nsurj(x) ≥ 1 and in addition V separates points i.e. the canonical map
V → kx ⊗Ox Mx ⊕ ky ⊗Oy My is surjective when x and y are different
closed points in X, then V defines a closed embedding.
For the proof, consult [14, Prop.II.7.3].
More generally nsurj(x) ≥ n is implied by the linear system being n-jet
ample (Cf.[5]). In the definition of the first concept, in contrast to the second,
only infinitesimal subschemes with support in a point is considered. Hence it is
in general weaker.
Proposition 2.3.3. Let M be a locally free OX-module. Then nsurj ≤ n1surj ≤
Ninj .
Proof. The first inequality is obvious. Assuming Ninj < n ≤ n
1
surj , then
dnV is an injective map that is surjective at points of height 1 in the locus if
non-singular points X0. As X0 is a regular variety PnX0/k(M) is locally free so
its depth at points of height ≥ 2 is at least 2; therefore dnV is an isomorphism.
But since n > Ninj , the rank of PnX0/k(M) is greater than the rank of VX0 ,
which gives a contradiction. Therefore n1surj ≤ Ninj . 
3 Differential operators preserving V
3.1 Weierstrass points
Applying HomOX (·,M) to the Taylor sequence (2.1) we get a map
(3.1) DnX(M)
Wn
−−→ HomOX (VX ,M) ∼= Homk(V,M).
A (local) differential operator P ∈ DnX(M) := HomOX (P
n
X/k(M),M), induces
a (local) map Homk(M,M), or an action on M , by m 7→ P ·m := P (dn(m)),
where dn : M → PnX/k(M) is the canonical map, described in 2.1. Then W
n
takes P to the map V ∋ v 7→ p · v, and we may describe the kernel of Wn as
the annihilator Annn(V ) = {P ∈ DnX(M) | P · V = 0}. It is hence clear that V
defines an OX -coherent left DX(M)-module
DX(M)/Ann
n(V ) ∼=
∞⋃
n=0
Wn(Dn(M)) ⊂ HomOX (VX ,M).
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Note that its rank is less than or equal to dimV · rankM . We will first use this
to give the upper bound on Ninj(V ), referred to before, when V is separated
at each associated point. This proposition is essentially proved in [22]; we have
extended the result slightly and our setup perhaps gives a more “conceptual”
proof.
Proposition 3.1.1. (X/k is a reduced scheme) Assume that the map dV :
VX → P∞X/k is injective (see Remark 2.2.8). Then d
n
V is injective when n ≥
dimV − 1, i.e. Ninj(V ) ≤ dimV − 1. Also, the map W
n
x is surjective at each
associated point x when n ≥ dimV − 1.
We need a well-known fact.
Lemma 3.1.2. If K/k is a finitely generated field extension of characteristic
0, then the ring of differential operators DK/k is generated by its sub-space of
first order differential operators.
By the references in the proof of Lemma 2.1.1 K/k is differentially smooth
(char. 0 ). Then the proof that DK/k is generated by D
1
K/k follows immediately
from [13, Th. 16.11.2]. (One may also notice that DK/k(M) ∼= DK/k ⊗K
EndK(M) is a matrix algebra of the ring DK/k, hence it is generated by matrices
of differential operators in D1K/k.)
Proof of Proposition 3.1.1. The map dnV is injective if d
n
V,x is injective for
each associated point x, and then dnV,x is injective if and only if W
n
x is surjective
since Ox is a field. It suffices therefore to prove the following: Let K/k be a field
extension and M a finite-dimensional K-linear space with a finite-dimensional
k-linear sub-space V ⊂ M . Then if the map W : DK/k(M) → Homk(V,M),
P 7→ (v 7→ P ·v) is surjective, it follows that the map DnK/k(M)→ Homk(V,M)
is surjective when n ≥ dimk V − 1. Clearly, it suffices to prove this when
M = K and V ⊂ K. Moreover, if W is surjective, since dimk V < ∞ there
exists a subfield K1 ⊂ K that is finitely generated over k such that DK1/k →
Homk(V,K1) is surjective. Then if D
n
K1/k
→ Homk(V,K1) is surjective it
follows that DnK/k → Homk(V,K) is surjective, since any element in D
n
K1/k
can
be lifted to an element in DnK/k. We can therefore also assume that K is finitely
generated over k.
The space Homk(V,K) is a module over DK/k, where a differential opera-
tor P acts on φ : V → K by (P · φ)(v) = P (φ(v)). One then has ImWn =
DnK/k ImW
0 and dimK ImW
0 = 1. Assume ImWn = ImWn+1, i.e. Dn+1K/k ImW
0 =
DnK/k ImW
0. Hence by Lemma 3.1.2
DnK/k ImW
0 = D1K/kD
n
K/k ImW
0,
and hence also that DnK/k ImW
0 = DK/k ImW
0. By assumption ImW =
DK/k ImW
0 = Homk(V,K), and dimK Homk(V,K) = dimk V < ∞; hence
there exists a smallest integer n0 such that ImW
n = Homk(V,K) when n ≥ n0.
We have
ImW 0 ( ImW 1 ( · · · ( ImWn0 = Homk(V,K),
so the dimensions increase at each step. Hence n0 + 1 ≤ dimK Homk(V,K) =
dimk V , i.e. n0 ≤ dimk V − 1. 
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A gap for V at a point x in X is an integer i such that rk diV (x) > rk d
i−1
V (x),
and the gap sequence of V at x is the set of gap integers. We see from the proof of
Proposition 3.1.1 that the gap sequence at an associated point ξ of a separated
sub-space V ⊂ Γ(X,M) is 1, 2, . . . , ninj(ξ) where ninj(ξ) ≤ dim V − 1. (If
tr. degkK = 1, thenNinj = dimV −1.) AssumingX is irreducible, one says that
a point x in X is aWeierstrass point for V if its gap sequence is different from
the generic gap sequence. From Proposition 2.2.10 it follows that a point x on
a non-singular variety X/k is a Weierstrass point if and only if ninj(x) > Ninj .
For each integer j ≥ 0 we have a short exact sequence
0→ V
d
Ninj+j
V−−−−−→ P
Ninj+j
X/k (M)→ C
Ninj+j → 0
and can define the sub-sets
(3.2) Wj :=Wj(V ) = {x ∈ X | ninj(x) > Ninj + j};
put also W =W0(V ). The closed set W (V ) (by the semi-continuity of ninj(x))
can be regarded as a set of Weierstrass points on X for V , and Wj(V ) is its
subset of Weierstrass points of order j. We have
∅ =Wninj−Ninj ⊆ · · · ⊆Wj ⊆ · · · ⊆W1 ⊆W.
We can express these sets as supports of a coherent Ox-module.
Proposition 3.1.3. (X/k is a regular variety) We have
Wj = suppExt
1
OX (C
Ninj+j ,OX),
so in particular Wj , j = 0, 1, . . . , ninj −Ninj + 1 are proper closed subsets.
Proof. suppExt1OX (C
Ninj+j ,OX) ⊆Wj(V ): Assume x /∈ Wj(V ). By Propo-
sition 2.2.1, (1)⇒ (2), the Taylor sequence (2.1), with n = Ninj and KNinj = 0,
is split exact since P
Ninj+j
X/k (M) is locally free. Therefore C
Ninj+j
x is free over Ox;
hence, CNinj+j being coherent, Ext1OX (C
Ninj+j ,OX)x = Ext
1
Ox
(C
Ninj+j
x ,Ox) =
0, so x /∈ suppExt1OX (C
Ninj+j,OX).
Wk(V ) ⊆ suppExt1OX (C
Ninj+j ,OX): If x /∈ suppExt1OX (C
Ninj+j ,OX), then
(2.1), localised at x, is split exact; hence by Proposition 2.2.1, (2) ⇒ (1),
ninj(x) = Ninj + j; hence x /∈Wj(V ).
That suppExt1OX (C
Ninj+j ,OX) is a closed proper sub-set of X is clear since
CNinj+j is coherent. 
By Proposition 3.1.3 a natural scheme structure on Wj(V ) is given by the
coherent ideal AnnOX Ext
1
OX
(CNinj+j ,OX).
Remark 3.1.4. Another way to say that x ∈ Wj is that there exists a non-zero
vector v in V such that D
Ninj+j
X/k (M)x(v) ⊂ mxMx. If V is a complete linear
system of affine dimension r for a very ample invertible sheaf M , with respect
to an embedding in projective space X → Pr−1(V ∗) = Proj Sk(V ), this means
that there exists a hyperplane in Pr−1 that has contact with X of order Ninj+j
at x (an osculating plane).
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Notice that the ideals AnnOX Ext
1
OX
(CNinj+j ,OX) define sub-schemes on
any scheme X/k locally of finite type (making CNinj+j and hence the ideal co-
herent). Thus W¯j := suppExt
1
OX
(CNinj+j ,OX) is one candidate for Weierstrass
sets of order j for general schemes X/k, and also for general OX -modules M ,
although we cannot expect W¯j =Wj . Notice also that if X/k is noetherian and
reduced, ninj <∞ (Th. 2.2.11), so Wj = ∅ when j ≫ 1, while it is not certain
that W¯j need be decreasing in the singular case.
Remark 3.1.5. In [22] Weierstrass points on non-singular irreducible X/k were
defined using rank conditions on diV (x), giving rise to a sequence of closed
subsets Z(wj) = {x ∈ X | rk d
i
V (x) < rk d
i
V (ξ) for some i = 0, . . . , j−1}, where
rk diV (ξ) is the rank at the generic point ξ in X . It is straightforward to see that
Z(wj) equalsW (V ) when j ≫ 1, but for small j the increasing filtration {Z(wj)}
bears no natural connection to the decreasing filtration {Wk(V )} of W (V ). In
[26] Weierstrass points were defined differently. Let X/k be a projective regular
variety and h be the largest integer such that rankPnX/k ≤ dimk V . Ogawa
defines the sets
WOi =


= {x ∈ X | diV (x) is not surjective }
= {x ∈ X | nsurj(x) < i} for i ≤ h,
= {x ∈ X | diV (x) is not injective}
= {x ∈ X | ninj(x) > i} for i > h.
Where in the second line we have expressed these sets using the functions ninj(x)
and nsurj(x). Ogawa does not prove that W
O
i = ∅ for sufficiently high i; this
however was proven in [22]. By Theorem 2.2.11 we get that WOi = 0 for suffi-
ciently high i also when X/k is any reduced scheme locally of finite type. As
noticed in [22] the sets WOi need not be proper subsets of X .
We are uncertain whether one can have ninj(x) < Ninj when x is a singular
point. This cannot however occur at rational points on a curve X/k when M is
an invertible sheaf, for then n ≥ ninj(x) implies that n ≥ dimV − 1, by (2.2),
so n ≥ Ninj (Prop. 3.1.1).
3.2 M is simple as DX(M)-module when X is regular
Let V be a separated k-subspace of Γ(X,M), so in particular there exists an
integer Ninj such that d
n
V is injective when n ≥ Ninj . Applying HomOX (·,M)
to the Taylor sequence (2.1) we get an exact sequence
(3.3) 0→ HomOX (Cn,M)→ D
n(M)
Wn
−−→ HomOX (VX ,M)→
→ Ext1OX (Cn,M)→ Ext
1
OX (P
n
X/k(M),M)→
We can as above identify HomOX (Cn,M) with the annihilator Ann
n(V ) =
{P ∈ Dn(M) | P · V = 0}, and we will see in Proposition 3.2.2 (4) below that,
conversely, if M is a simple D-module, then V can be recovered from Ann V .
Clearly, the Taylor map dnV,x is surjective if and only if the evaluation W
n
x
is injective, hence the function ninj(x) may be defined directly using the map
Wn. In fact, on a regular variety Weierstrass points may equally well be studied
using differential operators, as demonstrated in the following result:
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Theorem 3.2.1. (X/k is a regular variety) Let M be a locally free OX-module,
DX(M) its ring of differential operators and V a separated k-sub-space of Mx.
Consider the mapping of stalks
Wnx : D
n(M)x → HomOx(Vx,Mx) = Homk(V,Mx).
Then
ninj(x) = min{n | W
n
x is surjective.}.
Proof. Put s(x) = min{n | Wnx is surjective.}.
s(x) ≤ ninj(x): Let n ≥ ninj(x). Since x 7→ ninj(x) is upper semi-
continuous (Prop. 2.2.10) n ≥ Ninj so d
n
V,x is injective. We may therefore
use the sequence (3.3), so Wnx is surjective if Ext
1
Ox
(Cnx ,Mx) = 0. Since X is
regular and M is locally free it follows that PnX/k,x(M) is free. By Proposi-
tion 2.2.1, n ≥ ninj(x) implies that d
n
V,x is split injective, so C
n
x is free; hence
Ext1Ox(C
n
x ,Mx) = 0.
s(x) ≥ ninj(x): Let n ≥ s(x). We first prove that s(x) ≥ Ninj . Let
N∗ = HomOx(Nx,Ox) whenNx is anOx-module. Consider the Taylor sequence
(2.1) localised at the point x, and let Ix be the image of d
n
V,x, so we have a
surjection φ : Vx → Ix. Now since Vx is torsion free it follows that Vx = Ix if
also the dual map φ∗ : I∗x → V
∗
x is surjective, which implies that n ≥ Ninj since
X is irreducible. To see that φ∗ is surjective, we first note that by assumption the
composed mapDnX/k,x(M)→ HomOx(Ix,Mx)→ HomOx(Vx,Mx) is surjective.
Hence, sinceMx is free, the composed map PnX/k(M)
∗ → I∗x
φ∗
−→ V∗x is surjective,
hence φ∗ is surjective.
If now n ≥ s(x) ≥ Ninj , then, from (3.3), we have a split short exact
sequence
0→ HomOx(C
n
x ,Mx)→ D
n(M)x
Wnx−−→ HomOx(Vx,Mx)→ 0
and since hence Mx is free, we have a split exact sequence
0→ HomOx(C
n
x ,Ox)→ HomOx(P
n
X/k,x(M),Ox)→ HomOx(Vx,Ox)→ 0
That X/k is regular implies that the Ox-module PnX/k,x(M) is locally free and
hence reflexive, so upon applying HomOx(·,Ox) to the previous exact sequence
we get that the sequence
0→ Vx
dnV,x
−−−→ PnX/k,x(M)→ C
n
x → 0
is split exact. Then Proposition 2.2.1 implies that n ≥ ninj(x), whence with (1)
this implies that s(x) = ninj(x). 
Proposition 3.2.2. Let X/k be a regular and geometrically integral variety and
x a point in X.
(1) The map Wx : DX/k,x(M) → Homk(V,Mx) is surjective for each finite-
dimensional k-sub-space V ⊂Mx;
(2) Mx is an absolutely simple DX/k,x(Mx)-module;
(3) EndDX/k,x(M)Mx = k;
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(4) Let L be a left ideal of DX/k(M) such that DX/k(M)/L is abstractedly
isomorphic to Homk(V,M) for some finite-dimensional k- sub-space V (as
DX(M)-modules, where Homk(V,M) has the structure given by Pf(v) =
P (f(v)), for P ∈ DX/k(M), f ∈ Homk(V,M)). Then there is a finite-
dimensional vector space V1 ⊂M , of the same dimension as V , such that
L = AnnV1. Define the map
S : HomDX/k(M)(DX/k(M)/L,M)→M, f 7→ f(1 mod L).
Then S is injective and V1 may be selected as the image of S.
Proof. That (1 − 3) are equivalent is proven in [6, 2.6.5]. (1) follows from
Theorem 3.2.1.
(4): Let v∗i , i = 1, . . . , n be a basis of the dual space V
∗. Let φ : DX(M)/L ∼=
Homk(V,M) be an isomorphism and pi : Homk(V,M) ∼= V ∗⊗kM 7→M be the
projection v∗j ⊗m 7→ δijm; DX(M) acts trivially on the first factor in V
∗⊗kM .
Then pi ◦ φ : DX(M)/L → M is a surjection. Put mi = pi ◦ φ(1 mod L) and
V1 = km1 + · · · + kmn. Then clearly, L ⊂ Ann V1, V1 has the same dimension
as V and by (1) DX(M)/AnnV1 = Homk(V1,M) ∼= DX(M)/L. Therefore
L = AnnV1. Finally,
HomDX(M)(DX(M)/L,M)
∼= HomDX(M)(V
∗
1 ⊗k M,M)
∼= HomDX(M)(M,M)⊗k V1
∼= V1
where the last isomorphism follows from (3). 
Remark 3.2.3. If X is not regular it is well-known that OX need not be a simple
DX = DX(OX)-module. Notice that the surjectivity in (1) in Proposition 3.2.2
for large n follows from the density theorem, if k is algebraically closed and Mx
is simple holonomic over DX . Thus we have a counterpart of the surjectivity (1)
for any simple coherent DX(M)-module, not necessarily coherent over OX . The
study of such DX -modules form the most interesting part of D-module theory,
so it has some appeal extending the study to holonomic DX -modules.
The next Theorem follows from Theorem 3.2.1, together with the identifica-
tion of KerWn with Annn V , discussed earlier.
Theorem 3.2.4. Let X/k be a regular variety, M a locally free OX-module,
DnX/k(M) its OX-module of differential operators of order n, and V a finite-
dimensional separated k-sub-space of Γ(X,M) (Def. 2.2.6). If n ≥ ninj(V ),
then one has a locally split short exact sequence
(3.4) 0→ Annn V → DnX/k(M)→ V
∗ ⊗k M → 0.
3.3 The sheaf DV (M)
We will now study the sheaf of rings DV (M) of differential operators that pre-
serve a finite-dimensional vector space V ⊂ Γ(X,M). Notice that
HomOX (VX ,M) = Homk(V,M) = V
∗ ⊗kM,
where V ∗ = Homk(V, k), and Endk(V ) ⊂ HomOX (V,M).
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Definition 3.3.1.
DV,n(M) = {P ∈ DnX/k(M) | P · V ⊂ V } = (W
∗
n )
−1(Endk(V ))
and DV (M) = ∪n≥0DV,n(M) (this is a sheaf of k-algebras).
Letting n be an integer ≥ ninj , one gets the short exact sequences (3.2.4).
One can push out (3.3) to the short exact sequence
(3.5) 0→ Annn V → DV,n(M)
Wn
−−→ Endk(V )→ 0.
For obvious reasons this sequence is locally split exact, so let us describe
explicitly a splitting. Put r = dim V and let {Lˆi} be a basis of Endk(V ). Then
select Lix ∈ D
V,ninj
x (M) such that Wn(Lix) = Lˆ
i and define a local splitting φn :
DV,nx (M) → Ann
n V , Px 7→ Px −
∑
i αiL
i
x (the sum contains r
2 terms), where
the coefficients αi ∈ k satisfy the equation
∑
i αiLˆ
i = Wn(Px) in Endk(V ).
(Notice that the same αi = αi(W
n(Px)) works for all x in affine subsets of X ;
see the proof of Theorem 3.3.3 below.) We thus need to compute r2 differential
operators Lix to define a split.
Remark 3.3.2. The splits φn do not preserve the order filtrations of Ann
n V
and DV,n(M) when n < ninj . But if n ≥ ninj they do preserve the order
filtration in the strong sense that φn induces an isomorphism DV,n/DV,n−1 ∼=
Annn V/Annn−1 V . Cf. also [20].
We collect in the following theorems our general results on the irreducibility
of the action of DV on V . For M = ARm the sheaf of real-valued analytic
functions it was proven in [loc. cit., Th. 4.8], expressed in our terminology, that
the map Wn(Ω) is surjective for an arbitrary open subset Ω of some Rm when
V is a subs-space of ARm(Ω) such that ninj(V ) <∞ and when n ≥ ninj . The
following result allows locally free modules M of rank ≥ 1 and affine algebraic
varieties defined over arbitrary fields of characteristic zero. The proof is at this
point almost a formality.
Theorem 3.3.3. Let X/k be a regular affine variety and M a locally free OX-
module. Let V be a separated subspace of Γ(X,M). Then if n ≥ ninj we have a
short exact sequence
(3.6) 0→ Γ(X,Annn(M))→ Γ(X,Dn,V (M))
Wn(X)
−−−−−→ Endk(V )→ 0
and hence an exact sequence
(3.7) 0→ Γ(X,Ann(M))→ Γ(X,DV (M))
W (X)
−−−−→ Endk(V )→ 0.
Proof. By Proposition 3.2.4 the sequence (3.4) is locally split as vector spaces
over k, hence if X is affine, also globally split by Serre’s vanishing cohomology
theorem. Therefore the push-out (3.6) is also split exact. We get (3.7), since a
split Endk(V )→ Dn,V (X) also gives a split Endk(V )→ DV (X). 
This theorem implies that any geometrically integral real affine variety (i.e.
there are no rational functions f such that f2 = −1) has the property that each
map V → V is realised by a global differential operator on M . Hodge algebra,
the main component in the proof of [20] of the corresponding result for open
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subsets of some Rn, is here replaced by the fact that affine sets have vanishing
higher cohomology.
By instead considering real points X(R) on a variety X/R (or replacing
R by any ordered field), and its sheaf OX(R) of rational functions we get a
stronger result since X(R) often is affine, e.g. when X/R is quasi-projective
[2, Th. 3.4.4]; (X(R),OX(R)) is an example of a real algebraic variety [loc.
cit]. A section of OX(R) is locally a quotient p/q of regular functions where q
does not vanish in any real point. In the same way differential operators DX(R)
have the form
∑
α fα∂
α where fα ∈ OX(R) and ∂xi(xj) = δij for some regular
parameters xi.
Let MR and DX(R)(MR) be the localisation of M and DX(M) on X(R).
Theorem 3.3.4. Let X/R be a regular variety such that its assocated real
algebraic variety (X(R),OX(R)) is affine. Then we have an exact sequence
0→ Γ(X(R),Ann(MR))→ Γ(X(R),D
V
X(R)(MR))
W (X(R))
−−−−−−→ Endk(V )→ 0.
Proof. Let x ∈ X(R) ⊂ X . V is separated at rational points (Cor. 2.2.7);
hence there exists an integer ninj(x) such that W
n
x is surjective when n ≥
ninj(x) (Th. 3.2.1). Hence W
n
x is surjective when x belongs to a neighbourhood
of x in X(R). By quasi-compactness there exists an integer ninj such that
Wnx is surjective for each x ∈ X(R) when n ≥ ninj . We have D(M)X,x ∼=
D(MR)X(R),x when x ∈ X(R). Hence the associated map
Wn
R
: DnX(R)/R(MR)→ HomR(V,MR)
is surjective when n ≥ ninj . This implies that the global map WnR(X(R)) is
surjective by the real version of [14, Prop.II.5.6] (it follows essentially for the
reason that the inverse image functor i∗ for the map i : X(R) → X takes
injective OX -modules to flasque sheaves). 
It is not difficult to extend this line of argument to any real-analytic manifold.
Similarly to [loc. cit, Th. 4.14] one can now estimate the order of the gener-
ators of the annihilator of a separated subspace V .
Corollary 3.3.5. Put
A = Γ(X,OX), U = Γ(X,DX(M)) and U
1 = Γ(X,D1X(M)).
Assume that U is generated, as A-algebra, by U1. Let n be an integer such that
the sequences (3.6) and (3.7) are split exact. Then the left ideal Γ(X,AnnV ) ⊂
U is generated by the A-module Γ(X,Annn+1 V ).
Of course, the assumption on U is always satisfied locally if X/k is regular.
Proof. Put Jn = Γ(X,Annn V ) and Un = Γ(X,DnX/k(M)). Use induction
over m. If m = n+ 1, clearly
Jm ⊂ UJn+1.
Assume m > n+ 1. Let φm : U
m → Jm , m = 1, 2, . . . , be the splits described
after the sequence (3.5). Since U1 generates U it follows that if P ∈ Jm ⊂ Um,
m > n, then
P =
∑
P
(1)
i P
(2)
i
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where P
(1)
i ∈ U
m1 with m1 < m and P
(2)
i ∈ U
n+1. By Remark 3.3.2 P
(2)
i −
φn+1(P
(2)
i ) = P
(2)
i mod U
n, hence P
(1)
i P
(2)
i − P
(1)
i φ(P
(2)
i ) is a differential op-
erator of order ≤ m− 1, i.e.
P −
∑
i
P
(1)
i φn+1(P
(2)
i ) ∈ J
m−1,
so P ∈ Jm−1 + UJn+1, and by induction
Jm−1 ⊂ UJn+1,
hence P ∈ UJn+1. 
In general, in a global situation when Theorem 3.3.3 is not applicable, it is
hard to decide when V is simple as module over the global differential operators
Γ(X,DV (M)). Still there are interesting cases when one can prove simplicity.
It is for example true in certain cases both for toric varieties and homogeneous
spaces, as will be discussed later. Since in the case where the ground-field is
algebraically closed, this is clearly equivalent, by the density theorem, to W (X)
being surjective we can describe the differential operators on X that preserve
V , in an obvious but important way:
Theorem 3.3.6. Let M be a quasi-coherent OX-module and V be a subspace
of V ⊂ Γ(X,M) that is simple as Γ(X,DVX(M))-module. Then
DVX(M) = Γ(X,D
V
X(M)) + AnnDX(M)(V)
(equality of sheaves, where Γ(X,DVX(M)) is regarded as the constant sheaf of
global sections of DVX(M))
4 Completions
Finite-dimensional vector spaces of functions V occur often as linear systems
associated to invertible sheaves on proper varieties. Furthermore the differential
operators that preserve these spaces, considered as spaces of functions on an
open subset, stem in important examples, from differential operators on the
proper variety. In this section we will explore conditions on V that ensure that
this situation occurs. First we will recall the well-known method of constructing
a proper variety from a finite-dimensional subspace of a k-algebra. To simplify
the use we have given full references and some arguments. The reader already
familiar with this can read the definition below, and then skip to section 4.2.
4.1 Linear systems
To fix our situation and keep track of our maps we define a category C as
follows. An object A in C consists of the datum (X,OX , V
i
−→ Γ(X,M),M)
where (X,OX) is a variety over the field k, V is a finite-dimensional vector space
over k and i is a k-linear injective map to the global sections Γ(X,M) of a locally
free module M . Let A = (X,OX , V
i
−→ Γ(X,M),M) and B = (X ′,OX′ , V ′
i′
−→
Γ(X,M ′),M ′) be objects in C. A morphism J : A → B is a morphism of k-
varieties j : X → X ′, an isomorphism of OX -modules ψ : j∗(M ′)→M , and an
induced surjective map of linear spaces F = Γ(ψ) : V ′ → V .
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If j : X ⊂ X ′ is the inclusion of an open subset, then the restriction B|X :=
(X,OX , V → Γ(X, j∗M), j∗M) belongs to C, and there is clearly a morphism
B|X → B.
Definition 4.1.1. An object B = (X ′,OX′ , V ′
i′
−→ Γ(X,M ′),M ′) in C is a
completion of A = (X,OX , i : V → Γ(X,M),M) if there is a morphism A→ B
in C such that
(1) j : X → X ′ is an open immersion into a projective variety X ′;
(2) i′ : V ′ → Γ(X ′,M ′) is an injection;
(3) F : V ′ → V is an isomorphism.
If in addition i′ is an isomorphism, then the completion is full.
Thus a completion is a simultaneous extension of X to a projective variety
and a locally free extension M¯ of M , with the condition that V ⊂ Γ(X ′,M ′),
and it is full if V ∼= Γ(X ′,M ′). If j : X ⊂ X ′ is the inclusion of an open subset
of a projective variety, we see that B|X thus has the completion B, and it is a
full completion if B = (X ′,OX′ ,Γ(X,M ′)
Id
−→ Γ(X,M ′),M ′).
First, we will use the standard algebraic geometric methods to construct a
canonical completion C(A), as appropriate in our situation, cf. [14, 12]. We
will only consider only objects in C of the form A = (X,R, V ⊂ R,R) where
X = SpecR is integral affine of finite type over k.
Definition 4.1.2. Let V ⊂ R be a finite-dimensional vector sub-space, and let
γ : S[V ][t]→ R[t],
where S[V ] is the symmetric algebra, be the graded homomorphism between
rings graded by degree in t. Let BV be the sub-algebra of S[V ][t] that is gener-
ated by tV and denote by AV the image Im γ(BV ). Define
XV := Proj AV
and let LV = OXV (1) be the associated invertible.
Note that XV is a closed projective sub-variety of Proj (S[tV ]) = P
(n−1), if
dimk V = n and that LV is the pullback of OP(n−1)(1), and hence very ample.
There is by definition an inclusion i : AV → R[t], and hence a rational map
i : X = Proj R[t]→ XV , defined on X−V+(R[t]i((AV )+)) (Cf.[12, 3.1.7, 2.8.1];
V+() denotes the closed sub-variety defined by a graded ideal). Now
R[t]i((AV )+) = R⊕ V Rt⊕ V Rt
2 ⊕ . . .
(V R is the ideal generated by V ) and by [12, 2.3.13], V+(R[t]i((AV )+)) is
empty if and only if every element of R[t]+ has a power that is contained in
R[t]i((AV )+). Applying this to t ∈ R[t]+ we find that V R = R. Hence i is
defined on the whole of X if and only if the following holds:
Condition I: The ideal V R = R. (This is trivially true in the case that V
contains an unit.)
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The map i is furthermore an open immersion, if in addition the following
condition holds (it is not the most general condition possible, but sufficient for
our purposes):
Condition II:
(4.1) ((AV )tv)0 ∼= γ(S[V v
−1]) = Rv,
for a set of v = vi, i = 1, . . . , r, such that (v1, . . . , vr) = R. If v ∈ V is a unit in
R, and γ is surjective then actuallyX = SpecR ∼= D+(tv), since ((AV )tv)0 = R,
and condition II is trivially satisfied.
That condition II implies that i is an open immersion is easily checked,
since Proj AV is constructed by glueing together the affine spaces D+(tv) :=
Spec((AV )tv)0 ∼= γ(S[V v−1]), for sections tv ∈ tV ⊂ AV , and hence the iso-
morphism in the condition only says that i induces an isomorphism D+(tv) ∼=
D(v) ⊂ SpecR, and that D(vi), i = 1, . . . , r, cover SpecR.
Assuming that conditions I and II hold, put
C(A) := (XV ,OXV , V
i
−→ Γ(XV ,LV ),LV ).
There is a morphism A → C(A) given by i : X → XV , ψ : i∗(OXV (1)) ∼=
OProj R[t](1) ∼= OX , F : V
Id
−→ V ).
Proposition 4.1.3. Let X = SpecR be integral and assume that A := (X,OX ,
V
i
−→ Γ(X,OX),OX) ∈ C satisfies condition I and II.
(1) The canonical completion C(A) is full if and only if the restriction map
V = Γ(P(n−1),OP(n−1)(1))→ Γ(XV ,LV )
is surjective. This is true if e.g. AV is normal.
(2) There is a finite-dimensional vector space V ⊂ V ∗ ⊂ R such that A∗ :=
(X,OX , V ∗
i
−→ Γ(X,OX),OX) has a full completion, in fact (XV ,OX ,
Γ(XV ,LV )
Id
−→ Γ(XV ,LV ),LV ) is such a full completion.
(3) Any full completion of A, B = (X¯,OX¯ ,Γ(X¯,L)
Id
−→ Γ(X¯,L),L), where L
is very ample, satisfies X¯ ∼= XV , L ∼= LV .
Proof. (1): The restriction map may be identified with γ, which makes the
first assertion obvious. Since AV is the homogeneous coordinate ring for the
embedding of XV in P
(n−1), the assertion on normality is contained in [14,
Exc.II.5.15 (d)].
(2): Put V ∗ := Γ(XV ,LV )|U . Observe first that the restriction map
Sm(V ) = Γ(P(n−1),O(m))→ Γ(XV ,L
m
V )
is surjective for m large enough, since O(1) is ample. Note further that R[t] ∼=
⊕∞i=1Γ(X,L
i)ti, using the isomorphism ψ : j∗(LV )→ OX , and that the restric-
tion map hence gives an injection Γ∗ := ⊕∞i=1Γ(XV , j
∗(LmV )) ⊂ R[t], compatible
with multiplication. The composition Sm(V ) → R[t] has the image AV , which
thus is the homogeneous coordinate ring of XV , and coincides with the graded
ring Γ∗ in high enough degrees. Furthermore AV ∗ is the image of the algebra
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k[V ∗] generated by V ∗ in R[t], and it clearly contains AV and hence (AV ∗)m =
(AV )m, for m large enough and consequently Proj (AV ∗) ∼= Proj (AV ), and
LV ∼= LV ∗ .
(3): This follows in a similar way. There is an injection
Γ∗(L) := ⊕∞i=1Γ(X¯,L
i)ti ⊂ R[t].
Since V = Γ(X¯,L), and L is very ample, the graded algebra k[V ] generated by V
in Γ∗ coincides with AV in R[t], and hence XV ∼= Proj (AV ∗) ∼= Proj (Γ∗) ∼= X¯
(The last equality by very ampleness of L). Similarly we recover L. 
4.2 Extending differential operators
We will give a condition on a finite-dimensional vector space V ⊂ R, that en-
sures that a differential operator preserving V actually stems from a differential
operator preserving an invertible module on a proper variety.
Theorem 4.2.1. Let X be a variety, and M a locally free OX-module. Let
J : A→ B be a full completion, where
A = (X,OX , i : V → Γ(X,M),M) and B = (X¯,OX , i¯ : V¯ ∼= Γ(X¯, M¯), M¯).
Then the restriction map Γ(X¯,Dn
X¯
(M¯)) → Γ(X,Dn(M)) takes its values in
Γ(X,Dn,VX (M)), i.e. we have an injective map
rX¯,X : Γ(X¯,D
n
X¯(M¯)→ Γ(X,D
n,V
X (M)).
If n ≤ n1s (Def. 2.3.1), i.e. codimX¯ supp C
n
X¯
≥ 2, then rX¯,X is an isomorphism.
If M¯ is very ample, then in particular it is always an isomorphism for n = 1.
Proof. We have Γ(X¯,Dn
X¯
(M¯)) = Γ(X¯,Dn,V¯
X¯
). Since M¯ is torsion free it
follows that its ring of differential operators DX¯(M¯) also is torsion free, so the
restriction map Γ(X¯,Dn
X¯
(M¯))→ Γ(X,DnX(M)) is injective, and by the previous
sentence its values preserve V¯ ∼= V . This proves the first assertion.
Assume n ≤ n1surj . An element P inD
n,V (X) gives an element P˜ in HomOX¯ (VX¯ ,
M¯) = Homk(V, M¯). The fact that P˜ comes from P implies that generically the
kernel Kn of dnV : VX¯ → P
n
X¯/k
(M¯) belongs to the kernel of P˜ , but since VX¯
and M¯ are locally free, this gives Kn ⊂ Ker P˜ . Hence P˜ gives an element P¯ in
HomOX¯ (Imd
n
V , M¯). Since d
n
V is surjective at points of height 1, P¯ defines a map
from Pn
X¯/k
(M¯) to M¯ outside the codimension ≥ 2 subset supp Cn
X¯
of X¯. Now
M¯ is locally free, so M¯x has depth ≥ 2 when x ∈ supp CnX¯ , hence P¯
n actually
gives an element in HomOX¯ (P
n
X¯/k
(M¯), M¯)) = Dn
X¯
(M¯)(X¯).
The last assertion follows from the result earlier (Lem. 2.3.2) that very am-
pleness of a line-bundle implies that n1surj ≥ 1 for the global sections. 
Corollary 4.2.2. Keep the assumptions in Proposition 4.2.1 and assume also
that dimkOX(X) =∞ (e.g. X is affine). If n ≤ n1surj , then Ann
n V = 0.
Proof. By Proposition 4.2.1 Γ(X,Dn,VX (M)) is finite-dimensional over k,
hence dimk Ann
n V < ∞. However, Annn V is a torsion free OX(X)-module,
implying that Annn V = 0. 
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5 Hidden Lie algebras
In this section we will consider the situation when V ⊂ A = OX0 is invariant
under a reductive Lie algebra of differential operators in D1X0 . General references
for representation theory and homogeneous spaces are [18, 21, 15]. We will
assume that k is algebraically closed.
5.1 An enlightening example
Consider X := An and Vm =
〈∏n
i=1 x
ki
i | 0 ≤ ki and
∑
ki ≤ m
〉
. We get that
conditions I and II of the preceding section are fulfilled and clearly X¯V = P
n
and LVm = O(m). Thus
C(A) = (Pn,OPn , Vm ∼= Γ(P
n,O(m)),O(m))
is a full completion of
(An,OAn , V −→ Γ(A
n,OAn),OAn).
Proposition 5.1.1. (1) The Taylor map is an isomorphism
dmV : OPn ⊗k Vm ∼= P
m
Pn/k(O(m)).
(2) ninj = nsurj = n
1
surj = m.
Proof. By (2.2) the fibre of the Taylor map in 0 ∈ An, with maximal ideal
m0, is Vm → OAn/m
m+1
0 , which is an isomorphism. (2) now follows from this
added to the fact that the Taylor map for homogeneous spaces and G-equivariant
sheaves is equivariant, and hence surjective or injective in a fibre if and only if
it has this property in every fibre. The equivariance of the Taylor map and the
principal bundle is proved in Proposition 5.2.2. 
Since X = Pn is a homogeneous space for the group SL(n, k) there is a map
β : U(sln)→ Γ(X,D(m)) (see [21]).
Corollary 5.1.2. [29]
(1) Any differential operator that has order less than m and preserves the
vector space Vm of polynomials of degree less than m, is a polynomial in
the differential operators ∂xl , xk∂xl , k, l = 1, . . . , n together with
−
∑n
i=1 xixk∂xi +mxk, k = 1, . . . , n.
(2) DV,1 ∼= sln ⊂ Endk(V )
(3) β(U(sl(n, k))) + Ann V = DV
Proof. Taking the global sections of DX(m)-modules V = Γ(X,OX(m)) is a
traditional way to construct a finite-dimensional simple U(sln)-module. Hence
V is also simple as Γ(X,D(m))-module, so W will be surjective, and Proposi-
tion 3.3.6 applies. This gives (3). Furthermore n1surj = m, so Corollary 4.2.2
is applicable and gives that Annn V = 0 if n ≤ m, in particular for n = 1; this
implies (2) (In fact it is easy to see that AnnDU(V) is the left ideal generated
by the derivations ∂α = Π∂αixi , where α = (α1, . . . , α)n, and
∑n
1 αi ≥ n + 1.)
Finally, (1) follows from the explicit description of β; see [24, 3, 21].
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As a further easy corollary we can prove Theorem 3.3.3 in the case when
X = An with a simple geometric argument. First a lemma:
Lemma 5.1.3. If V is a subspace of V¯ such that V¯ is simple over DV¯ , then V
is simple over DV¯ ,V = DV ∩DV¯ , the sub-sheaf of DV¯X(M) consisting of sections
that preserve V . Hence it is also simple over DV .
The idea of the easy proof is to choose a vector space complement V¯ = K⊕V ,
which induces an embedding End(V ) ⊂ End(V¯ ).
Corollary 5.1.4. Suppose that V ⊂ OAn(An) = k[x1, . . . , kn] is a non-zero
finite-dimensional k-subspace.
(1) V ⊂ OAn(An) is simple as DV -module.
(2) There is a completion (Pn,OPn , Vm ∼= Γ(Pn,O(m)),OPn(m)) for some
positive integer m, of (An,OAn , V ⊂ OAn(An),OAn). Furthermore
Γ(Pn,DPn/k(O(m)) + Ann V = D
V .
Proof. Embed V in some Vm = {
∑
0≤αi,
∑
αi≤m
kαx
α | kα ∈ k}, where α =
(α1, . . . , αn), x
α = xα11 · · ·x
αn
n . Then as above X¯V = P
n and LV = O(m).
The enveloping algebra U(sl(n, k)) gives naturally global differential operators
on O(m) that makes Vm a simple module. Hence Vm is simple also as a DVm-
module and Lemma 5.1.3, together with Theorem 3.3.6, gives the result.
5.2 Representations of Lie-algebras
From now on assume that k is algebraically closed. We will now show how these
results extend to other homogeneous varieties and representations (as also has
been done by [29], without using homogeneous varieties).
Consider first representations of a reductive connected and simply-connected
(not really necessary) group G. Each irreducible representation is constructed
as V = Γ(G/B,L) for some ample line bundle on the Borel variety G/B, where
L = L(λ) is associated to an unique integral and dominant character λ of
the torus T ⊂ B (recall that dominant means that 〈λ, α〉 ≥ 0 for all roots α
belonging to a basis of the root system consisting of positive roots).
The Borel variety G/B contains an open cell U that is a B-orbit, which
is isomorphic to some An, and hence there is an inclusion V ⊂ OG/B(U) =
k[x1, . . . , xn] =: R, which is completely specified by the condition that it sends a
primitive vector to 1 ∈ R. Actually it is covered by affine cells gU , all isomorphic
to An, so there are many possible embeddings of V in R. If λ − ρ is integral,
dominant, and regular(where ρ is half the sum of the positive roots), the line
bundle is very ample, so the procedure is invertible; we have XV ∼= G/B and
LV ∼= L and hence also Γ(XV ,LV ) = V . If λ is integral dominant, but not
regular, there are simple roots α such that < λ, αˇi >= 0, i ∈ I, and they
define a parabolic group PI . Furthermore, if pi : G/B → G/P is the canonical
projection, then V = Γ(G/B, pi∗(L))
∼
−→ V = Γ(G/P,L), for a certain line-
bundle L. In this case XV = G/P , even if we start with V ⊂ R. Note how the
proper variety G/B unites many different possible choices of open sub-varieties
and different vector spaces V .
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Since g will act as 1st order differential operators (a twist of a derivation)
on R = OG/B(U), and V is irreducible as g-module, the situation of Propo-
sition 3.3.6 obtains. It is also well-known what the ring of global differential
operators of L(λ) is, see [1]. Hence the following is immediate.
Proposition 5.2.1. Suppose that V ⊂ R is the inclusion of V = Γ(G/B,L(λ))
that is specified by sending a B-primitive vector to 1 in R. There is a canonical
surjection r : U(g) → Γ(G/B,DL(λ)), whose kernel is the ideal generated by a
maximal ideal of the center Z of U(g). Hence
DVR/k = r(U(g)) + AnnV,
and if n ≤ n1surj
Dn,VR/k = r(U
n(g)).
Moreover, if X = SpecR, then XV = G/B and LV = L(λ)
This description of DVR/k is the main result of [29].
G-equivariant sheaves
Let G be an arbitrary algebraic group, and X a G-variety, with the action given
by µ : G×X → X . Recall the following induced descent diagram:
G×G×X
d0 //
d1 //
d2 //
G×X
d0 //
d1 //
X
s0oo
d0(g1, x) = g
−1
1 x d0(g1, g2, x) = (g2, g
−1
1 x)
d1(g1, x) = x d1(g1, g2, x) = (g1g2, x)
s0(x) = (e, x) d2(g1, g2, x) = (g1, x)
Note that all maps here are flat. An OX -moduleM is called G-equivariant (see
[31, 23]), if there is an OG×X -module isomorphism α : d∗1(M) ∼= d
∗
0(M), such
that the descent conditions d∗0α ◦ d
∗
2α = d
∗
1α and s
∗
0α = idM are true.
More properly (M,α) is really the object that should be called equivari-
ant, and such objects form, in an obvious way, an abelian category. However
we will abuse notation and call M equivariant. As a module over itself OX is
G-equivariant, with structure map α the composition of the canonical isomor-
phisms α : d∗0(OX)
∼= OG×X ∼= d∗1(OX). Below we will need that this map is an
a homomorphism of sheaves of rings.
The fact that the principal part bundle of a G-equivariant module is G-
equivariant is folklore; since we have been unable to find a reference, we include
for convenience a sketch of the simple proof.
Proposition 5.2.2. Let X be a G-variety. If M is G-equivariant, the OX-
modules PnX/k(M) have compatible structures as G-equivariant modules. If V ⊂
Γ(X,M) is invariant under the G-action induced from the equivariant structure,
OX ⊗k V is canonically equivariant and the Taylor map (2.1) is an equivariant
homomorphism.
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Corollary 5.2.3. Let X, G, M, and V be as above. The functions ninj(x)
and nsurj(x) are constant along G-orbits. In particular, if X = G/H is a
homogeneous space, then n1surj = nsurj, and ninj(x) = Ninj, for all x ∈ X.
Proof. The diagonal map ∆ : X → X ×k X , is tautologically G-equivariant
with respect to the diagonal action of G on X ×k X . Hence the canonical
surjection s : ∆∗(OX×kX) → OX , with kernel I∆, is an equivariant map of
G-equivariant sheaves. Call the isomorphism(the identity map after canonical
identifications) α : d∗1∆
∗(OX×kX)
∼= d∗0∆
∗(OX×kX). Then α induces an equiv-
ariancy map α : Ker d∗1s = d
∗
1(I∆) → d
∗
0(I∆) = Kerd
∗
0s (recall the flatness).
It clearly suffices to see that α(d∗1(I
k
∆)) = d
∗
0(I
k
∆) to obtain the equivariancy
map d∗1(P
n
X/k) → d
∗
0(P
n
X/k); this however is clear since α, as noted above, is
an algebra homomorphism, such that α(d∗1(I∆)) = d
∗
0(I∆). To check that this
induces a structure of an equivariant module is now an easy exercise, as well as
proving that the Taylor map is equivariant. (This proof more generally shows
that the infinitesimal thickenings of an equivariant module with respect to a
G-subvariety are equivariant.)
The proof of the corollary is immediate from the further fact that the re-
striction of an equivariant module to an orbit is an equivariant module on
the orbit, which is a homogeneous space X = G/H . For equivariant mod-
ules on homogeneous spaces there is an equivalence of categories between the
category of coherent G-equivariant sheaves on X and finite-dimensional H-
representations([17, 18]). In one direction this equivalence is given by taking
the fibre MH , with a canonical induced H-action, of the module M in the H-
invariant point. If x = g−1H ∈ X , the stabilisator of x is Hg, and the fibreMx
is an Hg-representation, and then the different representations are related by
Mx ∼=
g MH . This is also true for morphisms, and shows that the rank of an
equivariant homomorphism is the same in each fibre over a closed point of the
same orbit. This implies that the rank is the same for each point of the orbit,
since k is algebraically closed. In particular, an equivariant module is locally
free.
In the case where G is a reductive group it is now possible give a rough
estimate of ninj(V ) = Ninj and nsurj(V ) when V = Γ(G/B,L(λ)), since any
invertible sheaf L(λ) is G-equivariant on G/B for a simply-connected group
G([17]).
Corollary 5.2.4. Let w0 be the longest word in the Weyl group, R the positive
roots relative to B, and αˇ the coroot associated to α ∈ R. If λ is a dominant
weight and λ − w0(λ) =
∑
α∈R kαα, denote the minimal value of
∑
α∈R kα by
k(λ). If X = G/B and V = Γ(X,L), has highest weight λ, then
k(λ) ≤ Ninj ≤
∑
α∈R
〈λ, αˇ〉.
Furthermore λ− w0(λ) ≥
∑
α∈R kαα, if
∑
α∈R kα ≤ nsurj.
Proof. Take x = B ∈ G/B. Then
HomOx(P
n
X/k(O(λ))x, k)
∼= Un(g)vλ ⊂ U(g)⊗U(b) kvλ,
where the last module is the Verma module with highest weight vector vλ, and
Un(g) denotes the elements in U(g) of order less than or equal to n ([1]). Hence
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the dual of the fibre of the Taylor map at x, is the vector space homomorphism
Un(u−)vλ → Vλ, induced by the surjection of the Verma module to the irre-
ducible module. The Taylor map is injective if and only if its dual is surjective if
and only if a non-zero element of lowest weight w0(λ) is contained in the image,
implying the first inequality for Ninj . F
r = Ur(u−)vλ is a filtration of Vλ, and
grVλ is a S(u
−)-module, and Ninj may be expressed as the least n such that
mn+1 ⊂ Ann grVλ, where m is the ideal generated by u−. For the standard basis
xα, the relations x
nα+1
α vλ = 0, where nα = 〈λ, αˇ〉 are true ([16]), implying the
second inequality. The inequality for nsurj is immediate.
For root systems of type A1 and A2 one has k(λ) = Ninj while the upper
limit above for Ninj is strictly larger in general for A2. It would be interesting
to know the precise value in terms of the weight λ.
Hidden symmetry
Let us now consider the problem whether the above situation is in some sense
the only case. We have the following result, which might be epistemologically
interpreted as strengthening our general philosophy that the construction XV is
worthwhile to pursue since it (under some conditions, of course) detects hidden
geometry, in this case the underlying homogeneous space.
Proposition 5.2.5. Given is a finite-dimensional k-subspace V in an affine
ring R = OX0(X0), such that X0 ⊂ XV ⊂ P(V
∗). Assume that g ⊂ D1X0(X0) =
D1R/k is a reductive Lie algebra, and that V is a representation. Then the
action of g on V may be integrated to an action of an algebraic group G, whose
associated Lie algebra is g. This action may be canonically extended to XV ,
in such a way that LV is an equivariant invertible sheaf. Furthermore, g ⊂
Γ(XV ,DXV (LV )), and V ⊂ Γ(XV ,LV ). In the special case that V is irreducible
and g is locally transitive on X0 and there is a point x0 ∈ X0, such that the
kernel of g→ DX0/k,x0 is a parabolic sub-algebra, we have XV
∼= G/P for some
parabolic subgroup P ⊂ G and LV = L(λ) for some integral dominant weight λ.
Proof. The action of g on V extends to a semi-simple homogeneous action on
S[V ][t], such that γ : S[V ][t]→ R[t], is equivariant, where g acts through the in-
clusion g ⊂ D1R/k on R[t] (Def. 4.1.2). Hence there is a compatible homogeneous
action on AV = Im γ(S[V t]), and this semi-simple action may be integrated to
an action of a simply-connected algebraic group G that has g as its Lie algebra
(see[15]). Hence there is a G-action on XV , and it is easily checked that LV is an
equivariant invertible sheaf. From this follows that g ⊂ Γ(XV ,DXV (LV )), and
V ⊂ Γ(XV ,LV ). This is the first part of the proposition. Using the additional
assumptions in the second part, we get a map g 7→ gx0, G → XV , where the
kernel has to be a parabolic subgroup P of G. Hence we have a closed immer-
sion φ : G/P → XV . The local transitivity implies that there is an open subset
U ⊂ X0 that is in the image of φ, and hence φ is an isomorphism. Since V is a
subset of the irreducible G-module Γ(XV ,LV ), it must equal the last module,
and we are in the situation described in the beginning of the section.
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6 Toric varieties
We continue to assume that k is algebraically closed. If V ⊂ k[x1, . . . , xn] is
a finite-dimensional vector space generated by monomials, XV will be a toric
variety. Differential operators that preserve such V have been considered in
an affine situation in [28, 30, 29, 7], without using toric varieties. There is
however much known about rings of differential operators on toric varieties - for
example systematic procedures to calculate generators- by the work of Musson
[24] (see also [19, 25]), and one aim of this section is to illustrate the use of this,
as well as other toric techniques. We will also calculate the injectivity order
for global sections of line bundles on non-singular complete toric varieties; we
will in particular describe the locus of Weierstrass points for line bundles on
Hirzebruch surfaces.
6.1 Completion of monomial vector spaces
Recall the construction of projective toric varieties, cf. [8] for details. Let
M = Zn be a lattice. For m = (m1, . . . ,mn) ∈M define
xm = xm11 . . . x
mn
n ∈ k[x1, x
−1
1 , ., . . . , xn, x
−1
1 ] = k[T ], k[x] = k[x1, . . . , xn].
The torus in the nomenclature is Spec k[T ]. If V is the vector space generated
by monomials xm ,m ∈ P , where P ⊂ M is a convex polytope, XV (Sec. 4) is
usually denoted X(P ) and the associated equivariant line bundle L(P ), cf. [8,
Section 1.5]. The construction of X(P ) is explicitly described as follows. Let
mi be a vertex of P and let Mi ⊂ M be the semigroup generated by the set
{p−mi | p ∈ P} (or the elements ofM that lie in the angle atmi bounded by the
codimension 1 faces that meet at mi). Then define k[Mi] ⊂ k[T ] as the algebra
generated by xm, m ∈ Mi, and Ui = Spec k[Mi]. Furthermore define Li as
k[Mi]x
mi ⊂ k[T ], with an obvious inclusion V → Li. These local data Ui and Li
glue in a way that is uniquely determined by the given inclusions into k[T ]; this
completes the construction. We also have V = ⊕m∈Pkx
m = H0(X(P ),L(P ))
([8, 3.4]). The line bundle L(P ) will be very ample if and only if the following
condition is satisfied:
The polyhedron P is the convex hull of the points mi, and for each i the
semigroup generated by the set {p−mi | p ∈ P} is saturated ([loc.cit.]).
As proven in [24] (see also [19, 25]), there are sufficiently many differential
operators on an invertible very ample sheaf on a projective toric variety X(P )
to make Γ(X,L(P )) a simple R = Γ(X,DL(P ))-module. Hence by Proposi-
tion 3.3.6 every differential operator preserving V may be decomposed as the
sum of an annihilator and a global differential operator on the line bundle.
Proposition 6.1.1. Let X = An. Assume that V = ⊕m∈P∩Mkxm ⊂ k[x],
where P is a convex polytope satisfying the very ampleness condition above.
Then
(1) V = Γ(XV ,LV ), and the restriction map
Γ(XV ,DLV )→ D
V
k[x]/k/AnnV
is surjective;
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(2) The object (X(P ),OX(P ), V ∼= Γ(X(P ),L(P )),L(P )) is a full completion
of (X,OX , V ⊂ k[x],OX) (Def. 4.1.1).
Musson describes the ring of global differential operators explicitly as a quo-
tient of a ring of invariants of differential operators on an open subset of the
affine space (see also [19] for a procedure to calculate generators). In general
this gives smooth varieties where the global ring of differential operators is not
generated by first order differential operators, hence not “Lie-theoretic” in the
sense of [20].
6.2 Calculation of ninj and nsurj for toric varieties in the
smooth case
Calculation of ninj(x)
The condition that the projective toric variety X(P )/k be non-singular is that
the following basis condition holds at each vertex mi of the strongly convex
polytope P (Cf. [8]): There are exactly n edges Eij meeting at mi, and if
eij is a minimal element of M connecting mi with another point in Eij , then
the set {eij}nj=1 is a basis of M , which we call the basis at the vertex mi. It
generates Mi. Let x be a point in X(P ) with residue field kx. By equivariance
the function ninj(x) is constant along each orbit of the torus on X(P ). Letting
ξ1, . . . , ξb be the generic points of the orbits it suffices therefore to compute the
numbers ninj(ξi). If ξi specialises to ξj , then Pj is a face of Pi and by semi-
continuity, ninj(ξj) ≥ ninj(ξi). We put Ninj(P ) = ninj(ξ) if ξ is the generic
point of T (or of X(P )). These orbits are in 1-1 correspondence with the faces
Pr of the polytope. Suppose that mi ∈ Pr, and that Pr contains precisely the
basis vectors eij , j ∈ Jr, in the basis at mi. Then the orbit corresponding to
Pr is an open dense subset of the subvariety defined by the ideal (xi, i /∈ Jr). It
is contained in Ui = Spec k[Mi]. Note that to the vertices of the polytope there
corresponds closed invariant points, and the closure of each orbit contains at
least one such point. Denote by Hr = {mi +
∑
j∈Jr
aijeij | aij ∈ N}; then the
generic point ξr of the orbit corresponding to Pr has kξr = k(x
eij | eij ∈ Hr).
If m =
∑n
j=1mijeij , set d(m) =
∑
j /∈Jr
mij . In the proposition below we will
consider parallel translates H = Hr +m of Hr at a distance dH = d(m) from
Hr. The intersection H ∩ P ⊂ P is a strictly convex polytope, parallel to the
polytope Pr, and we will relate Ninj(H ∩ P ), the generic injectivity order of
the polytope H ∩P , to ninj(ξr). We first note that the generic injectivity order
Ninj(P ) is intrinsic to P and the lattice it generates.
Lemma 6.2.1. Let P be a polytope in M and let N be the sublatttice generated
by P . The generic injectivity order of V = ⊕m∈Pkxm considered as a sub-
sapce of k[M ], denoted Ninj(P ) above, is the same as the injectivity order of V
considered as a subspace of k[N ].
We leave out the straightforward proof.
Proposition 6.2.2. Assume that P is a strongly convex polytope satisfying the
basis condition, and that X(P )/k and L(P ) are the corresponding smooth toric
variety and very ample line bundle. Let {ξi} be the generic points of the orbits
of the action by the torus.
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(1)
(6.1) ninj(ξr) = max{Ninj(H ∩ P ) + dH
| H = m+Hr is a parallel translate of Hr, H ∩ P 6= ∅};
(2) Let P v be the set of vertices in P and ξi be a closed orbit, i.e. a closed
point, with corresponding vertex mi in P
v, then
ninj(ξi) = max{
n∑
j=1
mi,j | m ∈ P
v}
(the maximal distance from mi to any other vertex);
(3)
ninj(V ) = max{ max{
n∑
j=1
mi,j | m ∈ P
v} | mi ∈ P
v}
(the maximal length between vertices of P )
Proof. (1): Identifying kξr ⊗Oξr Lξr = kξr and DX(P )/k,ξr (L) = DX/k,ξr we
want to determine the smallest integer ninj(ξr) such that l ≥ ninj(ξr) implies
that the evaluation map
W lx : kξr ⊗Ox D
l
X/k,ξr
→ Homk(⊕m∈Pkx
m, kξr )
is surjective (Th. 3.2.1). Let φm ∈ ⊕m∈PHomk(kxm, kξr ) be defined by φm(x
m′)
= δm,m′ ∈ kξr . That n ≥ ninj(ξr) means that φm ∈ ImW
n
ξr
for each m ∈ P .
Let Pr be the face of P corresponding to ξr, assume that the vertex mi ∈ Pr
and set {x1, . . . , xd} = {x
eij | eij ∈ Jr}, while {xd+1, . . . , xn} correspond to
basis vectors that are not parallel to Pr. Let ∂i ∈ Dk[T ]/k be defined by
∂i(xi) = δij . Put furthermore Hr = mi +
∑
j∈Jr
Zeij , so Pr ⊂ Hr. The
residue field of the orbit is kF := k(x1, . . . , xd). Let k[∂
(1)] = k[∂1, . . . , ∂d] and
k[∂(2)] = k[∂d+1, . . . , ∂n]. For s ∈ P there is a unique decomposition xs =
xm(s)xf(s), where f(s) ∈ Hr, m(s) ∈
∑
j /∈Jr
mij(s)eij , and the differential oper-
ator ∂m(s) := Πj /∈Jr(∂j)
mi,j(s) ∈ k[∂(2)] = k[∂d+1, . . . , ∂n] satisfies ∂
m(s)(xs) =
Cxf ∈ kF for some 0 6= C ∈ k. Note also that ImW (kF ⊗k k[∂(1)]∂m)(xs) = 0
if m 6= m(s), so that ImW (kF ⊗k k[∂])(xs) = kF ⊗k k[∂(1)]∂m(s))(xs). Hence
for any operator Qs such that W (Qs)x
t = δt,s, there exists Q
1
s ⊂ kF ⊗k k[∂
(1)]
such that W (Qs) = W (Q
1
s∂
m(s)) and W (Q1s)x
f = δf,f(s); conversely, assuming
the last relation for some Q1s we get that W (Q
1
s∂
m(s))xt = δt,s. If o(Q) de-
notes the order of a differential operator, and we assume Qs has minimal order
such that W (Qs) = φs, we have o(Qs) = o(Q
1
s) + m(s). If H = m + Hr is
a parallel translate of Hr, then s ∈ H ∩ P iff f(s) ∈ H ∩ P − m and hence
{W (Q1s) | s ∈ H ∩P} clearly is a kF -basis of Hom(
∑
p∈H∩P−m kx
p, kF ). Hence
max{l | s ∈ H ∩ P and φs ∈ ImW lξr} = Ninj(H ∩ P − m) + dH , and since
Ninj(Q −m) = Ninj(Q) for any polytope Q in M , this completes the proof of
(1).
(2): This follows immediately from (1) since Hi is a point.
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(3): This follows from (2), since ninj(V ) = max{ninj(ξi) | mi ∈ P v}. 
Proposition 6.2.2 reduces the problem to the computation ofNinj = Ninj(P )
( = Ninj(V )) when P is a strongly convex polytope satisfying the basis condi-
tion. Letting K = k(x1, . . . , xn) be the function field of X(P ) we can regard
V as a subset of K. We have DX/k,ξ = DK/k = K[∇1, . . . ,∇n], where ∇i are
defined by ∇i(xj) = δijxi, and we put A = k[∇1, . . . ,∇n] ⊂ K[∇1 . . . ,∇n]; put
also Al = k[∇]l = {P ∈ A | degP ≤ l}, where deg is the ordinary degree of a
polynomial. Clearly, A preserves each subspace kxm ⊂ V , so W restricts to a
map W¯ : A→ Enddk V (diagonal maps) and W
l restricts to a map
W¯ l : Al → End
d
k(V ) = ⊕m∈P Homk(kx
m, kxm) ∼= k|P |.
If Il is the image of W¯
l it follows easily that KIl is the image of W
l; hence
rk W¯ l = rkW l. Putting JP = Ker W¯ = AnnV ∩ A we get rkW l = rk W¯ l =
dimA/(JP +m
l+1) where m = (∇1, . . . ,∇n). In particular,
Ninj(P ) = min{l |
A
JP +ml+1
=
k[∇]
JP +ml+2
}.
(Recall that rkW 0 < rkW 1 < · · · < rkW l · · · < rkNinj(P ) = |P |; see the proof
of Proposition 3.1.1). The above expression for rkW l was first given in [27]
using the explicit form of the matrix of the Taylor map dlV in the natural bases.
If Z is a line in M we let |P ∩ Z| be the number of points in P ∩ Z. Put
dg(P ) = max{|P ∩ Z| | Z a line in M}. By Proposition 3.1.1 Ninj(P ) ≤ |P |,
and Proposition 6.2.2 implies that actually Ninj(P ) is bounded above by the
maximal distance between the vertices of P (computed in bases at the different
vertices).
Proposition 6.2.3. Let P be a subset of M . Then dg(P )− 1 ≤ Ninj(P ).
Proof. Let Z be a line in M such that |Z ∩ P | = dg(P ). Choose a point
m ∈ Z ∩ P and let Pm ∈ k[∇] satisfy Pmxm
′
= δmm′ . Then Pm has a non-zero
reduction PAm in A = k[∇]/IZ , where IZ is the ideal of Z, and P
A
m vanishes at
dg(P ) − 1 points along Z; hence degPm ≥ degPAm ≥ d
g(P ) − 1. This implies
Ninj ≥ dg(P )− 1. 
Calculation of nsurj
Let P be a strongly convex polytope. The length lij of an edge Eij , connecting
the vertices mi and mj is the smallest integer such that mj −mi = lijeij (see
above for the definition of eij). Denote by s(P ) the minimal length of an edge
(P is s(P )-convex).
For a smooth and proper toric variety, Di Rocco [5] has proved that L(P ) is
s-jet ample if and only if s(P ) ≥ s, for X(P ) smooth and proper. This implies
immediately that s(P ) ≥ nsurj . Her method is to use Cox’s homogeneous
coordinate ring, to describe the toric variety; this is not necessary in our simpler
case. We do not give a complete computation of the function x 7→ nsurj(x), the
surjectivity order at x, since we do not need it, but it should be clear that it is
locally constant on each orbit of the torus, and may be estimated accordingly.
Proposition 6.2.4. (1) Suppose that P ⊂ M is a strongly convex polytope
satisfying the basis condition. Then nsurj = s(P ) and hence equals the
degree of jet-ampleness.
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(2) Let P be a strictly convex polytope. Then
n1surj = min{n
1(F ) | F a codimension 1 face of P}.
Proof. (1): X(P ) is smooth if and only if any semigroup Mi is generated
by a basis of M . Fix i and let k[Mi] ∼= k[x1, . . . , xn] =: k[x]. The principal
parts for k[x] may be described as d : k[x] ⊗k Vl
∼
−→ P l
An/k, where Vl is the
vector space generated by all monomials in x with total degree at most l, and
the map is the Taylor map. Recalling that L(P )x−mi = k[Mi], the lth Taylor
map restricted to Ui may be described in Ui, as
k[Mi]⊗ V x
−mi → P lUi/k.
By convexity P will contain all
∑n
m=1 aijmeijm+mi where
∑
j aijm ≤ s = s(P ).
In particular Vs ⊂ V x−mi , and by the description of PsUi/k this implies that the
sth Taylor map is surjective. Conversely, assume that the sth Taylor map is
surjective. Tensoring with k[x]/(x), we obtain that V x−mi → k[x]/(x)s+1 →
k[xm]/(xm)
s is surjective. This gives that {1, xm, . . . , xsm} ⊂ V x
−mi , which is,
interpreted in terms of P , precisely the condition that s(P ) = s.
(2): Again the Taylor map is an equivariant homomorphism between T -
homogeneous sheaves and so the support of the cokernel and kernel will be
unions of closures of orbits under the torus T . Hence to check the surjectivity
in codimension 2, it suffices to check surjectivity at the orbits of codimension 0
or 1 orbits. In fact, it suffices to prove surjectivity for all orbits of codimension
precisely 1, since the support is closed and the only open orbit contains all
codimension 1 orbits in its closure. 
Corollary 6.2.5. Assume the conditions in Proposition 6.1.1. If m ≤ s(P )
then the restriction map gives an isomorphism
Γ(XV ,D
m(LV ))→ D
m,V
k[x]/k
Proof. This is immediate from Corollary 3.3.5. 
Hirzebruch surfaces
We exemplify with line bundles on Hirzebruch surfaces. The polytope is in this
case determined by the finite-dimensional vector space of polynomials
V rkl :=
〈
xiyj | 0 ≤ i+ rj ≤ k, 0 ≤ j ≤ l
〉
,
where r, k, l are non-zero integers and r ≥ 1. We will restrict ourselves to the
truncated case k − lr ≥ 0. As noted already in [9], this vector space is the
restriction of the global sections of the equivariant line-bundle OΣr (k, l) on the
Hirzebruch surface Σr to the affine space A
2 ⊂ Σr. The differential operators
of order 1 that preserve the vector space are described in [loc.cit], and in [7] a
graphic method is given to calculate the higher order differential operators that
preserve V . This graphic method is just a use of the obvious bigrading, and as
such a special case of the much more powerful methods of Jones/Musson. Even
in the special case of Hirzebruch surfaces, the methods of the latter authors give
fuller information on the whole ring of differential operators.
In particular, it is known that DV
r
kl is not generated by differential operators
of order less than 1. Let us see what the preceding theory and the literature
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on toric varieties tells us. The vertices of the polytope are V1 = (k, 0), V2 =
(0, 0), V3 = (0, l), V4 = (k − lr, l); denote the edge between the first two vertices
by E1, between the second and third by E2, and so on.
Proposition 6.2.6. Let k − lr ≥ 0. Then
(1)
X = XV r
kl
= Σr = P(OP1 ⊕OP1(r))
and LV r
kl
= OΣr (l, k);
(2) nsurj(X) = n
1
surj(X) = Min{l, k − lr};
(3) Ninj = k, ninj(V1) = k, ninj(V2) = k + l, ninj(V3) = k + l, ninj(V4) = k,
ninj(E1) = k, ninj(E2) = k+l, ninj(E3) = k, ninj(E4) = k. In particular,
ninj = k + l;
(4) The Weierstrass subsets (see (3.2)) are W (V rkl) =Wl(V
r
kl) = P
1 where P1
is the closure of the orbit of the edge E2;
(5) The ring DV
r
kl is given up to Ann V rkl by the differential operators
(6.2) R = Γ(Σr,D(L))
= k[∂x, x
j∂y, xpi, ∂
j
xy(∇y)pi(pi+1) . . . (pi+r−j−1), x∂x, y∂y | j = 0, 1 . . . , r].
Here pi := x∂x + ry∂y − k, and ∇y := y∂y − l.
Proof. (1): See [5, 8].
(2): The length of the edges are k, l, k− lr, l, and hence by Proposition 6.2.4,
nsurj(V
r
kl) = Min{l, k − lr}. Next consider n
1
surj(V
r
kl). At the edge E1, local
coordinates are x = x(1,0) and y = x(0,1), and p(F1) is defined by x = 1, y = 0.
It is easy to see that V rkl → k[x, y]/(x − 1, y)
s+1 is surjective if and only if
s ≤ l, since in this case ys must be in the image. In the same way n1(E2) = l,
n1(E3) = l and n
1(E4) = k − lr. Hence n1 = nsurj(V rkl) = Min{l, k − lr}.
(3): Apply Proposition 6.2.2 to get the values along orbits of codimension
≥ 1 (edges and points of P), noting that Ninj(P ) = |P | − 1 = dg(P ) − 1 if P
belongs to a line in M . Proposition 6.2.3 gives Ninj ≥ dg(P )− 1 = k, and since
ninj(V1) = k, by semi-continuity, we have Ninj = k.
(4): This follows from (3).
(5): Since this is a toric situation, we know by Musson that V := V rkl is
an irreducible module over the finitely generated and Noetherian algebra of
differential operators Γ(XV ,DL). Hence Theorem 3.3.6 applies. Finally, an
explicit description of a set of generators of global differential operators on X
is given in [19]. The restriction to U1 = Spec k[x, y] of the global differential
operators on the structure sheaf L = OΣr are calculated to be
(6.3) R = Γ(Σr,D(L))
= k[∂x, x
j∂y, xpi, ∂
j
xy(∇y)pi(pi+1) . . . (pi+ r− j−1), x∂x, y∂y | j = 0, 1 . . . , r].
Here pi := x∂x + ry∂y and ∇y = y∂y. One may either repeat these calculations
for an arbitrary line-bundle — in Jones and Musson’s framework this is an
easy, if laborious exercise — or one may use [19, Theorem 4.9], to see that
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redefining pi := x∂x + ry∂y − k, and also ∇y := y∂y − l in the expression
P (j) = ∂jxy(∇y)pi(pi + 1) . . . (pi + r − j − 1), will give that the above expression
for the ring of differential operators is valid for the line-bundle L = LV rkl . This
follows since after redefinition the differential operators on the right hand side
are easily seen to act on L, and the associated graded rings to the filtration by
differential operator order are equal. 
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